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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an argumentative version of the well
known alternating offers negotiation protocol. The negoti-
ation mechanism is based on an abstract preference based
argumentation framework where both epistemic and practi-
cal arguments are taken into consideration in order to de-
cide about different strategic issues. Such issues are the offer
that is proposed at each round, acceptance or refusal of an
offer, concession or withdrawal from the negotiation. The ar-
gumentation framework shows clearly how offers are linked
to practical arguments that support them, as well as how
the latter are influenced by epistemic arguments. Moreover
it illustrates how agents’ argumentative theories evolution,
due to the exchange of arguments, influences the negotia-
tion outcome. Finally, a generic algorithm that implements
a concession based negotiation strategy is presented.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Computing Methodologies]: Distributed Artifi-
cial Intelligence—Multiagent systems

General Terms
Theory

Keywords
Argumentation, Negotiation

1. INTRODUCTION
Negotiation is the process of looking for an agreement be-

tween two or several agents on one or more issues. There
exist three main approaches to negotiation, namely game
theory (see e.g. [11]), heuristics (see e.g. [6]) and argumen-
tation (see e.g. [10],[13]).

In the last years there is a plethora of works on argumen-
tation based negotiation (see e.g. [1], [7], [2], [8]), testifying
the increasing importance that is attached to the role of ar-
gumentation in negotiation. Although a precise and formal
account of the added value of argumentation in negotiation
is still missing, it is at least clear that exchanging argu-
ments revealing (at least some of) the reasons for which a
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negotiator is proposing an offer may release several blocked
situations. Such an example is a situation where the con-
flict is due to different perceptions of the world, which may
have further repercussions on the behavior of a negotiator,
including even parameters like his own preferences. Indeed,
arguments received by the opponent on some issue might
provide a piece of missing information to the proponent who
could suddenly discover that the proposed offer is not opti-
mal for himself, or that there is an objective constraint that
forbids his opponent to accept his offer.

It is, therefore, evident that trying to ”influence”, in one
way or another, the opponent’s beliefs about the world may
be a meaningful way to defend or attack an offer. This situa-
tion can be handled through the simultaneous consideration
of both practical and epistemic arguments in the reasoning
process and by deciding in which situation each type of argu-
ment must prevail. This may be part of the strategy of the
agent. We remind that practical arguments support offers
while epistemic arguments represent what the agent believes
about the world.

The above intuitions define the perspective that is taken
in this paper. To capture these intuition, we propose an
original adaptation of the well known alternating offers pro-
tocol [12]in the argumentation context. Then, we adapt a
reasoning mechanism combining practical and epistemic ar-
guments proposed in [3] in the negotiation context and we
exploit the possibilities that our argumentative alternating
offers protocol provides for alternating practical and epis-
temic arguments depending on the evolution of the negotia-
tion. Finally, we present a generic algorithm, which, build-
ing on the above reasoning mechanism and the possibilities
that the argumentative alternating offers protocol provides,
implements a parameterized concession based negotiation
strategy. The algorithm is generic in the sense it can operate
regardless of whether there is a time constraint or not (which
is the case in this paper), or of the tactics (or heuristics) the
agents might use in several situations where a choice has to
be made (e.g. accept or reject an offer, choose the best offer
to propose). Thus, it can be parameterized to capture the
previous issues without further modification.

To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that the
way that epistemic arguments interfere with practical ar-
guments in a negotiation process is presented along with a
generic algorithm that incorporates this mechanism in the
service of strategic considerations. This seriously differen-
tiates our work from other important works in the domain
such as [2], [7], [1], [9], etc. A similar combination of epis-
temic and practical arguments is proposed in [4] but in a



deliberation dialogue.

2. NEGOTIATION FRAMEWORK
The negotiation framework we propose is based on the

abstract preference-based argumentation framework of [2].
We assume two agents, agi and agj, i ∕= j, that are in-

volved in a bilateral negotiation over a set of offers (options)
O = {o1, o2, ..., on} which are identified from a logical lan-
guage ℒ. We further assume that there is an option oD ∈ O
that represents disagreement. The options are mutually ex-
clusive, which means that each agent can choose only one of
them at once.

2.1 Arguments
From the language ℒ a set of arguments Args(ℒ) are con-

structed. By argument we mean a reason for believing or
doing something. We assume that an agent is aware of all
the arguments of the set Args(ℒ). It encodes the fact that
when an agent receives an argument from another agent, it
can interpret it correctly and it can also compare it with its
own arguments.

2.1.1 Types of arguments
Unlike [2], we distinguish between epistemic and practical

arguments, that are both taken into account, as in [3], in the
reasoning mechanism used by the agents. Thus, we have:

1. Practical arguments Ap support offers (or decisions)
by trying to justify those offers.

2. Epistemic arguments Ae represent what the agent be-
lieves about the world

In what follows, we are not interested in the construction
of these arguments. We make the following assumptions:

∙ Args(ℒ)=Ae ∪Ap,

∙ Ae ∩ Ap = ∅,

∙ Arguments structure is unknown.

Epistemic arguments are denoted by variables �1, �2,...,
while practical arguments by variables �1, �2,... When no
distinction is necessary between arguments, we use variables
a, b, c...

Let F be a function that maps each option to the argu-
ments that support it, i.e., ∀o ∈ O, F (o) ⊆ Ap. Each argu-
ment can support only one option, thus ∀oy , oz ∈ O, oy ∕=
oz, F (oy) ∩ F (oz) = ∅. When � ∈ F (o), we say that o is the
conclusion of �, noted Conc(�)=o.

2.1.2 Comparison between arguments
As in [3], we assume three binary preference relations on

arguments.

∙ રe: Partial preorder on the set Ae,

∙ રp: Partial preorder on the set Ap,

∙ રm: defined on the sets Ae and Ap, such that ∀� ∈ Ae,
∀� ∈ Ap, (�,�) ∈ રm and (�,�) /∈ રm. That means
that any epistemic argument is stronger (preferred)
than any practical argument (m stands for mixed re-
lation).

In what follows ≻x with x ∈ {e, p,m} denotes the strict
relation associated with રx. It is defined as (a, b) ∈≻x iff
(a, b) ∈રx and (b, a) /∈રx. Moreover when (a, b) ∈રx and
(b, a) ∈ રx we will say that the arguments a and b are in-
different, denoted by a ∼ b.

2.1.3 Conflict between arguments
Conflicts between arguments in A = Ap∪Ae are captured

by the binary relation R ([3]).

∙ Re: Represents the conflicts between arguments in Ae.

∙ Rp: Represents the conflict between practical argu-
ments, such that Rp ={(�, �′) ∣ �, �′ ∈ Ap, � ∕= �′ and
Conc(�) ∕= Conc(�′)}. This relation is symmetric.

∙ Rm: Represents the conflicts between epistemic and
practical arguments s.t. (�, �) ∈ Rm, � ∈ Ae and
� ∈ Ap.

Thus we have R = Re ∪Rp ∪ Rm.

We assume that practical arguments supporting differ-
ent offers are in conflict. Thus for any two offers oy, oz,
∀a ∈ F (oy) and ∀a′ ∈ F (oz), it holds that (a, a′) ∈ Rp and
(a′, a) ∈ Rp.

2.1.4 Attacks between arguments (Defeat)
Each preference relation રx (with x ∈ {e, p,m}) is com-

bined with the relation of conflict Rx (with x ∈ {e, p,m}), to
give a defeat relation between arguments, noted Defx (with
x ∈ {e, p,m}).

Definition 1. (Defeat) Let A ⊆ Args(ℒ) be a set of argu-
ments and a, b ∈ A. Then (a, b) ∈ Defx iff (a, b) ∈ Rx, and
(b, a) /∈ ≻x.

We have Defglobal = Defe ∪ Defp ∪ Defm. In the fol-
lowing sections we will need two particular notions of de-
feat namely rebuttal and undercutting. For explaining those
notions we will consider here a particular structure of ar-
guments based on a propositional language ℒ′ although our
negotiation framework is independent of the structure of the
arguments. ⊢ stands for classical inference and ≡ for logical
equivalence.

Definition 2. (Argument Structure) An argument is a pair
a = (S, q) where q is a formula in ℒ′ and S a set of formulae
in ℒ′ s.t.

∙ S is consistent

∙ S ⊢ q

∙ S is a minimal set of propositions that satisfies the two
previous conditions

Here S is called the support of the argument a and it is
written S = Support(a) and q its conclusion and it is written
q = Conclusion(a).

Definition 3. (Undercutting) Let a and b be two argu-
ments. Argument a undercuts b iff ∃ p ∈ Support(b) s.t. p
≡ ¬Conclusion(a).

Definition 4. (Rebuttal) Let a and b be two arguments.
Argument a rebuts b iff Conclusion(a) ≡ ¬Conclusion(b).



In the context of a negotiation, practical arguments rebut
practical arguments, epistemic arguments undercut practi-
cal arguments, whereas epistemic arguments can both un-
dercut and rebut other epistemic arguments. Recall that
practical arguments cannot attack epistemic arguments.

2.2 Extensions of arguments
In [5], different acceptability semantics have been intro-

duced for computing the status of arguments. These are
based on two basic concepts, defence and conflict-freeness,
defined as follows:

Definition 5. (Defence/Conflict-free) Let T =< A,Def >
be an argumentation system with A ⊆ Args(ℒ). Let A′ ⊆
A.

∙ A′ is conflict free iff ∄ a, b ∈ A′ s.t (a, b) ∈ Def .

∙ A′ defends a ∈ A iff ∀ b ∈ A, if(b, a) ∈ Def , then ∃ c
∈ A′ s.t (c, b) ∈ Def .

Definition 6. (Acceptability semantics) Let T =< A,Def >
be an argumentation system with A ⊆ Args(ℒ) and A′ a
conflict free set of arguments.

∙ A′ is an admissible extension iff A′ defends any element
in A′.

∙ A′ is a preferred extension iff A′ is a maximal(w.r.t set
⊆) admissible set.

∙ A′ is a stable extension iff it is a preferred extension
that defeats any argument in A∖A′.

Definition 7. (Argument status) Let T =< A,Def > be
an argumentation system with A⊆Args(ℒ) and E1, E2, ..., En

its extensions under a given semantics. Let an argument a
∈ A.

∙ a is skeptically accepted iff ∀Eq, 1 ≤ q ≤ n, a ∈ Eq.

∙ a is credulously accepted iff ∃Eq, 1 ≤ q ≤ n, s.t a ∈ Eq

and ∃Ew, 1 ≤ w ≤ n, s.t a /∈ Ew.

∙ a is rejected iff ∄Eq, 1 ≤ q ≤ n, such that a ∈ Eq.

2.3 Negotiating Agents Theories
As in [2], we assume that each agent involved in a nego-

tiation has a negotiation theory that contains arguments
A that can be exchanged during the negotiation. How-
ever, in our work we distinguish two types of arguments,
i.e A = Ap ∪ Ae. This, as it will become evident in the
following, has several effects on the reasoning process of the
agents and consequently the negotiation process. Formally,
a negotiation theory is defined as follows.

Definition 8. (Negotiation theory) Let O be a set of op-
tions, ag ∈ Ag an agent and Ag the set of negotiating agents.
The negotiation theory T ag of agent ag is a tuple T ag =<
Aag , F ag, Defag

global> where Defag
global = Defe∪Defp∪Defm

and Aag = Aag
p ∪ Aag

e such that:

∙ Aag ⊆ Args(ℒ). This set represents all the arguments
that the agent can built from his beliefs and all the
arguments that support each option in O.

∙ F ag : O → 2A
ag
p associates practical arguments to of-

fers. We have
∪

1≤y≤n

F ag(oy)= Aag
p .

∙ Defag
global ⊆ Aag × Aag

2.4 Offer status and preferences between of-
fers

In [3], five statuses are defined for the options/offers. In
this work, we use only two of them. A skeptical offer which
has a supporting argument that is skeptically accepted, and
a credulous offer which has a supporting argument that is
credulously accepted.

The Effective Supporting Arguments of an offer, defined
formally below, are all arguments, either skeptically or cred-
ulously accepted, that support the offer.

Definition 9. (Effective Supporting Arguments-ESA) Let
O be a set of offers, E1, ..., En the extensions under a given
semantics of the theory T =< A, F,Defglobal > and oy ∈ O
an offer. Then the set of effective supporting arguments for
offer oy is ESA(oy)={a∣a ∈ F (oy) and a ∈ E1 ∪ ... ∪En}.

In simple words, ESA(oy) is the set of arguments that
support oy and are included in at least one extension. The
cardinalities of the ESA of the offers can be used to define
a preference relation on these offers.

Definition 10. LetO be a set of offers, T =< A, F,Defglobal >
a negotiation theory, and ox, oy ∈ O. Then ox ⊵ oy iff
∀a ∈ ESA(ox) and ∀b ∈ ESA(oy) it holds that a ∼ b (i.e.
they are indifferent) and ∣ ESA(ox) ∣ ≥ ∣ ESA(oy) ∣.

Therefore, ⊵ favors options that are supported by more
arguments. Although this is a simple preference relation,
and possibly more sophisticated methods for ranking offers
exist, it suffices for the purposes of this work.

3. ARGUMENTATION-BASED ALTERNAT-
ING OFFERS PROTOCOL

In [12], Rubinstein introduced the Alternating Offers pro-
tocol for bargaining between agents. It is a bilateral pro-
tocol between the proposer who initiates the process, and
the responder who replies to the proposal. The proposer
starts the negotiation process by presenting a proposal us-
ing a SubmitProposal message. The responder can accept
or reject the offer in its entirety by sending an Accept or
Reject message as a reply. The responder can also propose
a counter-offer by sending the Counter reply accompanied
by the counter proposal. In this case, the proposer has the
same options and therefore can accept, reject or reply with
a counter proposal of its own. If one of the agents is satis-
fied with the current iteration of the proposal, he can send
an Accept message to the other. He can also signal his
dissatisfaction and abort the negotiation session by sending
a Reject message. To seal the agreement, the other agent
has to send a Confirm message and receive a Confirm-

Acceptance message in reply.
The protocol, as described above, is generic, with no time

limits and no central coordinator to manage the negotia-
tions, and either of the parties can leave the process at any
time.

In this work we adapt the classical alternating offers pro-
tocol to the case of argumentation-based negotiation. To
do so we extend the concept of round used in the classical
protocol to include, besides the classical propose, accept or
reject messages, the possibility to argue in order to defend or
attack an offer. In addition, propose and argue are accom-
panied by supporting (practical or epistemic) arguments.



3.1 Moves
Arguments and offers are conveyed through dialogue moves

(or simply moves). A move is denoted by mr,g, whereas
r ≥ 1 identifies the round (and therefore the offer which is
currently discussed), and g ≥ 1 the number (order) of the
move in that round. In the argumentative alternating offers
protocol the following moves are used. In all moves agi and
agj are the participating agents and oy ∈ O.

∙ Propose(agi, agj, oy, �), where � ∈ F agi(oy). This move
allows agent agi to propose an offer oy to agent agj ,
along with a practical argument � that supports it.

∙ Argue(agi, agj , a, Target), where a ∈ Aagi and Target
is the move the argument of which is attacked by a or
nil. This move allows agent agi to argue by defend-
ing his own offer oy or to counter-attack an offer sent
by agj . The arguments used in this move satisfy the
following conditions

– If Target =nil then a ∈ F agi(oy), i.e., a is a prac-
tical argument that support the offer oy .

– If Target ∕=nil then a ∈ Aagi
e is an argument pre-

sented against the argument of Target. Thus, an
agent can’t present an argument against his own
arguments.

∙ Reject(agi, agj , oy). This move is sent by agi to inform
agj that he has no arguments to present and he does
not accept agj ’s offer.

∙ Notℎing(agi, agj). This move notifies agj that agi has
no arguments to present and he either still considers
his offer as a most preferred one for him (when he is
the proposer), or believes that he has better options
that the current offer (when he is the recipient of an
offer sent by the other agent).

∙ Accept(agi, agj , oy). This move is used by agent agi to
notify that he accepts the offer oy made by agj .

∙ Agree(agi, agj). This move means that agi now be-
lieves that his current offer is not optimal for him-
self and therefore accepts the arguments sent by agj .
Agent agj starts a new round.

∙ Witℎdraw(agi, agj). This move indicates that agent
agi withdraws from negotiation.

∙ final(agi, agj). This is a shorthand for Propose(agi, agj ,
oy , ∅) and is used during a final round of the negoti-
ation. Its use and semantics will become apparent in
the following.

The following functions retrieve the parameters of the
moves.

∙ Performative(mr,g) returns one of Propose,Argue,
Notℎing, Reject, Accept,W itℎdraw,Agree.

∙ Agent(mr,g) returns the agent who sent the move.

∙ Offer(mr,g) returns the offer sent in the round r.

∙ Argument(mr,g) returns the argument sent to the other
agent.

∙ Targ(mr,g) returns the target of the move.

Finally, the following hold.

∙ If Performative(mr,g)=Propose thenArgument(mr,g) ∈
Aagi

p arguments

∙ If Performative(mr,g)=Argue thenArgument(mr,g) ∈
Aagi

e ∪ Aagi
p

3.2 Round
A round takes place in alternating way between two agents

P (the proposer of the offer) and R (the recipient of the
offer). The agent proposing an offer may send moves with
performative from {Propose,Argue,Agree,Notℎing,Witℎ-
draw}, whereas the agent that receives an offer may send
moves with performative from {Argue,Reject, Accept,No-
tℎing, Witℎdraw}. A round is defined formally as follows.

Definition 11. (Round) A round r between two agents P
and R is a non empty sequence of moves mr,1, ..., mr,n, such
that:

∙ ∀i, k, i ∕= k, ∀g, g′, g ∕= g′ Offer(mi,g) ∕=Offer(mk,g′).

∙ ∀r, Agent(mr,g) = P if Odd(g), and Agent(mr,g) = R
if Even(g).

∙ ∀mr,g, ifOdd(g) then Performative(mr,g) ∈ {Propose,
Argue, Agree,Notℎing,Witℎdraw}.

∙ ∀ mr,g, if Even(g) then Performative(mr,g) ∈
{Argue,Reject, Accept,Notℎing,Witℎdraw}.

∙ ∀r,Performative(mr,1) ∈ {Propose,Witℎdraw}.

∙ ∀r, if Performative(mr,g) = Performative(mr,g+1) =
Witℎdraw then the dialogue ends with a disagreement.

∙ ∀ mr,g, if Performative(mr,g)=Argue then:

– If Targ(mr,g) ∕= nil then Targ(mr,g)=mr,g′ with

g′ < g, Argument(mr,g) Def
Agent(mr,g)

global Argume

nt(mr,g′) and Agent(mr,g) ∕= Agent(mr,g′). Here
the agent sends an argument which attacks one
presented previously by the other agent in the
same round.

– Else Agent(mr,g)=Agent(mr,1) and Argument (mr,g)

∈ FAgent(mr,g)(Offer(mr,1)). Here the agent sends
a new argument to support his offer.

∙ If Performative(mr,n) = Accept then Offer(mr,1)
is the outcome of the dialogue which terminates with
agreement.

∙ If Performative(mr,n) ∈ {Agree,Reject} then a new
round r+1 starts with Agent(mr+1,1) ∕= Agent(mr,1)
i.e. with the other agent as proposer.

∙ ∀ mr,g, if Performative(mr,g)=Notℎing then
Argument(mr,g) = ∅ and Offer(mr,1) = ∅.

∙ ∀ mr,1, mr,g′ , g′ > 1 if Offer(mr,1)=Offer(mr,g′)
thenAgent(mr,1)= Agent(mr,g′) andArgument(mr,1)
∕= Argument(mr,g′). In our protocol, unlike [2], an
agent can propose the same offer more than once dur-
ing a round provided that he supports it with an ar-
gument not used before.



Definition 12. (Argumentative alternating offers dialogue)
An argumentative alternating offers dialogue d between two
agents P,R is a non-empty sequence of rounds d={r1...r�}
between P and R.

In the alternating offers protocol ([12]), two outcomes are
possible: (a) no agreement (disagreement), or (b) an agree-
ment in some round. In the argumentative protocol the
situation is similar.

Definition 13. (Outcome) Let d={r1, ..., rn} ∈ D be an
argumentative alternating offers dialogue where D is the set
of all the dialogues built from the argumentative alternating
offers protocol and rn = {mrn,1, ..., mrn,k} be the last round
of d. If Performative(mrn,k)=Accept then Outcome(d) =
Offer(mrn,1) (Agreement). Else Outcome(d) = nil (Dis-
agreement).

4. NEGOTIATION STRATEGY
In this section, we present a strategy that can be used

by the two agents involved in an argumentative alternating
offers negotiation. The strategy is based on the theory of
the agent T , his preference on the set of offers ⊵, and the
alternating offers protocol as defined in the previous section.

In order to improve presentation, some of the parameters
of the messages of the negotiation dialogue are omitted from
the algorithms that follow. These are mainly agent and tar-
get move names, and are easily derivable from context.

The main procedure of the strategy is described by pro-
cedure negotiate(T,O, outcome), depicted in Algorithm 3.
It accepts as parameters the agent theory T , and the set
of possible offers O, and returns an outcome that can be ei-
ther an offer, when an agreement is reached, or nil when the
negotiation fails. As noted before, the set O contains an op-
tion oD representing the possibility that the agent leaves the
negotiation without an agreement, and therefore remains in
the same state that he was initially. Therefore, offers that
lead to situations that are less desirable than his current
state are less preferred by the agent. This option oD corre-
sponds to what in classical negotiation theory is referred to
as reservation value.

Compute the extensions E1, E2, . . . , En of Tr,g;
Compute Ocand = {o∣o ∈ O s.t. ∃a ∈ ∪n

i=1Ei and
a ∈ F (o)};
Compute Obest = {o∣o ∈ Ocand, oD ∕ ⊳o, and
¬∃o′ ∈ Ocand s.t. o′ ⊳ o};
return Obest;

Algorithm 1: Procedure compute-best(Tr,g, O, Obest)

Call compute-best(Tr,g, O, Obest);
if Obest = ∅ then

o = nil; a = nil;
else

Select an offer o from Obest and a ∈ F (o) such that
a belongs to some extension of Tr,g ;

end

return o, a;

Algorithm 2: Procedure proposal(Tr,g , O, o, a)

r = 1; g = 1; own = false; T1,1 = T ;
Received = ∅; Offered = ∅; UsedAtt = ∅;
if Agent proposes first then

Call proposal(T1,1, O,ocur,acurr);
Send Propose(ocur, acur); own = true;

end

while true do
g = g + 1; Get mr,g;
Incorporate argument(mr,g) into Tr,g;
switch Performative(mr,g) do

case Argue
Add argument(mr,g) to Received;
if own then

Call
defend(Tr,g, O, ocur, Received, UsedAtt);

else
Call
check(Tr,g, O, ocur, Received,UsedAtt);

end

case Propose
Add argument(mr,g) to Received;
ocur = Offer(mr,g);
Add ocur to Offered;
r = r + 1; g = 1;
Call check(Tr,g, O, ocur, Received,UsedAtt);

case agree
Call proposal(Tr,g, O,ocur,acurr );
if ocur = nil then

Send witℎdraw; g = g + 1;
else

Send Propose(ocur, acur);
Received = ∅; UsedAtt = ∅;
r = r + 1; g = 1;
o = ocur; own = true;

end

case notℎing
Call nothing-
reply(Tr,g, O, own, ocur, Received,UsedAtt);

case reject
O = O − {ocur}; own = false;
Remove from Tr,g all arguments of F (ocur)

case witℎdraw
Call withdrawal(Tr,g , O, Offered, outcome);
return outcome and exit;

case accept
outcome = ocur;
return outcome and exit;

case final
outcome = Offer(mr,g);
return outcome and exit;

end

end

Algorithm 3: Procedure negotiate(T,O, outcome)

One of the agents initiates the negotiation by sending a
proposal via a propose message. This proposal is selected
by procedure proposal(Tr,g , O, o, a) (Algorithm 2). This se-
lection at some round r and step g, is based on the current
theory of the agent Tr,g, and the current set of offers O.
The offer o that is proposed must be supported by some
argument a that belongs to some of the extensions of Tr,g.
Among several possible such offers, the best wrt ⊵ is se-
lected. Note that an agent never proposes, accepts or de-



fends an offer that is worse wrt ⊵ than oD, as any such deal
is considered by the agent worse than no deal.

Call compute-best(Tr,g, O, Obest);
if o ∈ Obest then

Send accept;
else

Compute ℰbest = {E∣E is an extension of Tr,g s.t.
∃a ∈ E and a ∈ ℱ(o) for o ∈ Obest} ;
if there is a ∈ E, E ∈ ℰbest s.t. a is an epistemic
argument that attacks some argument b ∈ R, and
(a, b) ∕∈ UA then

Send argue(a);
UA := UA ∪ {(a, b)}; return UA;

else
Send notℎing;

end

end

g = g + 1;

Algorithm 4: Procedure check(Tr,g, O, o, R,UA)

Call compute-best(Tr,g, O, Obest);
if o ∕∈ Obest then

Send agree;
else

Compute ℰbest = {E∣E is an extension of Tr,g s.t.
∃a ∈ E and a ∈ ℱ(o) for o ∈ Obest};
Compute ℰo = {E∣E ∈ ℰbest and ∃a ∈ E s.t.
a ∈ F (o)};
if there is a ∈ E, E ∈ ℰo s.t. a is an epistemic
argument that attacks some argument b ∈ R, and
(a, b) ∕∈ UA then

Send argue(a);
UA := UA ∪ {(a, b)};
return UA;

else if there is a ∈ E, E ∈ ℰo s.t. a is a practical
argument that has not been used before and
a ∈ F (ocur) then

Send argue(a);
else Send notℎing;

end

g = g + 1;

Algorithm 5: Procedure defend(Tr,g, O, o,R, UA)

Upon receiving a proposal in a move mr,g, the agent in-
corporates the supporting argument in his theory, adds the
argument to the set Received of arguments that have been
sent by the other agent, and runs procedure check(Tr,g, O, o,
Received, UsedAtt) (Algorithm 4). If the proposed offer is
one of the best (wrt ⊵), he accepts the offer and the negotia-
tion terminates. Otherwise, he attempts to find an epistemic
argument a that belongs to one of the extensions of Tr,g, and
counterattacks the argument supporting the offer. Note that
a must not have been used before to attack the supporting
argument of the other agent in the same round. This avoids
loops in argumentation, and is achieved by recording the
counterattacks in UsedAtt. If he is successful, he sends ar-
gument a with an argue to the other agent.

If he is unsuccessful, he is confronted with a situation
where on the one hand he can not counterattack the pro-
posal, but on the other hand there are offers that are more
desirable than the proposal. In such a case he sends a
notℎing message to the other agent.

Therefore, the reply to a proposal can be any of accept,

argue, or notℎing. The first case is straightforward. When-
ever an agent receives an argue during a round during which
he is the proposer, he runs procedure defend(Tr,g, O, o, Recei-
ved, UsedAtt) (Algorithm 5). If in the light of the last ar-
gument sent by the other agent his proposal is not one of
the most preferred for himself, he replies with agree. Oth-
erwise, he tries to defend his proposal against the attack
by attacking one of the arguments sent by his counter-party
during the current round. If no such attack exists, another
argument supporting his offer is sent in a argue message. If
no such argument exists, a notℎing message is sent. This
signifies that the agent insists that his current offer is one of
the most preferred for himself. Upon receiving notℎing the
other agent sends a reject message, and becomes the pro-
poser in the new round. This task is carried out by the
part of procedure nothing-reply(Tr,g, O, own, o, Received,
UsedAtt) (Algorithm 6), which runs when parameter own
is false, meaning that the offer currently discussed has been
proposed by the other agent.

if own then
Compute ℰo = {E∣E is an extension of Tr,g and
∃a ∈ E s.t. a ∈ F (o)};
if there is a ∈ E, E ∈ ℰo, a ∈ ℱ(o) and a has not
been used before then

Send argue(a);
else

Send notℎing;
end

g = g + 1;
else

Send reject; g = g + 1;
Call Proposal(Tr,g, O,ocur ,acurr );
if ocur = nil then

Send witℎdraw; g = g + 1;
else

Send Propose(ocur, acur);
R = ∅; UA = ∅;
r = r + 1; g = 1;
o = ocur; own = true;
return o, own, R,UA ;

end

end

Algorithm 6: Procedure nothing-reply(Tr,g, O, own,
o, R, UA)

If an agent receives a notℎing message in a round where
he is the proposer, he is in a situation where he can not
defend the argument that supports his offer. Therefore, he
needs to find some other argument to support it, which he
sends in an argue message. If no such argument exists, a
notℎing message is sent.

If at some point one of the agent has no offers, he sends a
witℎdraw message, signifying that he is willing to leave the
negotiation. This triggers a final round of negotiation that is
carried out by procedure withdrawal(Tr,g , O,Offered, out)
(Algorithm 7) that selects one of the offers from the input set
Offered. This set contains all the offers proposed during
the negotiation by the agent who wishes to withdraw. The
agent who receives the withdraw message, finds the best offer
contained in Offered. If this is better than disagreement,
he sends it in a final message. The negotiation terminates
with agreement if this offer is still better than oD for the
other agent, otherwise it terminates with disagreement.



if Performative(mr,g−2) = witℎdraw then
out = nil;

else

Select o ∈ Of s.t. o⊳ oD and ¬∃o′ ∈ Of s.t.
o′ ⊳ oD and o′ ⊳ o;
if o exists then

Send final(o); out = o;
else

Send witℎdraw; out = nil;
end

end

return out;

Algorithm 7: Procedure withdrawal(Tr,g , O, Of, out)

It is worth noting that although the above algorithms
implement a specific negotiation strategy, the overall pro-
cess they describe is generic in the sense that it can easily
adapted to accommodate other strategies. Consider for in-
stance the case where one of the agents receives a reject
message to an offer he made in some previous move. In the
current version of procedure negotiate he removes his offer
and the other agent takes turn. Moreover, in the next round
he will concede, by sending his next best offer. All these are
strategic decisions that can easily modified without altering
in any way the working of the overall algorithms, and more
importantly the role of argumentation in negotiation.

Moreover, the argumentive alternating offers protocol we
propose has two useful properties. The first property is
soundness. This property guaranties that any offer agreed
by the two agents through the argumentative alternating
offers protocol is better for both agents than the offer that
corresponds to disagreement i.e. oD. More formally:

Proposition 1. (Soundness) Let d = {r1, ..., rn} be an
argumentative alternating offers dialogue between two agents
� and �. If Outcome(d) = o, o ∕= nil then o ⊳ o�D and

o⊳ o�D.

Another interesting property of the argumentative alter-
nating offers protocol is that any negotiation dialogue pro-
duced through this protocol terminates.

Proposition 2. ∀d ∈ D where D is the set of all the
dialogues built from the alternating offers protocol, d termi-
nates.

5. EXAMPLE
For illustrating our negotiation algorithm we will use a

simple scenario where a buyer (agb) and a seller(ags) ne-
gotiate over the price of a product. The set of options
is O = {o1, o2, o3, oD}, where o1 = ℎigℎ, o2 = medium,
o3 = low are referring to the price of the product, and oD
represents the options of not selling (buying) for the seller
(buyer).

Assume that the seller prefers a high price to a medium
price to not selling to a low price. Symmetrically, the buyer
prefers a low price to a medium price to not buying to a
high price. We also assume that we are in a high-season
period, but the buyer agent is not aware of that before the
negotiation. Both agents represent their knowledge in some
propositional language ℛ.

Assume that the buyer has the following knowledge:
regular customer

regular customer → discount
discount → buy2, buy2 → o3.
ℎigℎ season → o1
ℎigℎ season → ¬discount
ℎigℎ season ∧ regular customer → o2

From this knowledge base the agent can construct one
practical argument �1 = ({ regular customer, regular cu-
stomer → discount, discount → buy2, buy2 → o3}, o3)
that supports o3. Two epistemic arguments can also be con-
structed: �1 = ({ regular customer, regular customer →
discount}, discount), and �2 = ({ regular customer, regular
customer → discount, discount → buy2}, buy2).
We have therefore only one extension E = {�1, �1, �2}.
Thus, the option o3 is skeptical and o2, o1 are rejected.

Assume now that the seller has the following knowledge:
ℎigℎ season
ℎigℎ season → ¬discount, ℎigℎ season → o1.
ℎigℎ season ∧ regular customer → o2.
sales season ∧ regular customer → o3.

The seller agent has one practical argument �2 = ({ℎigℎ
season, ℎigℎ season → o1}, o1) which supports o1. He
has also one epistemic argument �3 = ({ℎigℎ season, ℎigℎ
season → ¬discount},¬discount).
We have therefore only one extension E = {�2, �3}. Thus,

the offer o1 is skeptical and o2, o3 are rejected.
Supposing that agb begins the negotiation, the dialogue

between agb and ags will be as follows:

m1,1:Propose(agb, ags, o3, �1)
m1,2:Argue(ags, agb, �3, (m1,1))
m1,3:Agree(agb, ags)
m2,1:Propose(ags, agb, o1, �2)
m2,2:Notℎing(agb, ags)
m2,3:Notℎing(ags, agb)
m2,4:Reject(agb, ags)
m3,1:Propose(agb, ags, o2, �3)
m3,2:Accept(ags, agb, o2)

The buyer agent proposes first his optimal offer which
is o3 with his supporting argument �1. The seller agent
updates his theory which now contains the arguments �2,
�3=({ℎigℎ season, regular customer,ℎigℎ season ∧
regular customer → o2 },o2), �3, �1, �1 and �2. For the
defeat relation of the seller agent we have the following sit-
uation:

∙ (�2, �3), (�2, �1) (�3, �1) because the conclusions of �2,
�3 and �1 are not the same (and therefore conflicting)
and also because the preferences of the agent are �2 ≻p

�3, �2 ≻p �1 and �3 ≻p �1.

∙ (�3, �1) because there is undercutting and �3 ≻m �1.

∙ (�3, �2) and (�3, �1) because there is undercutting be-
tween �3 and �2, rebuttal between �3, and �1 and the
preferences of the agent are �3 ≻e �2 and �3 ≻e �1.

The theory of the seller agent has one extension, E =
{�3, �2}, and therefore the seller tries to defeat with �3 the
argument he received in the last move.

When the buyer receives move argue(�3), he first updates
his theory. This theory now contains the arguments �1, �2,
�3, �1, �2, �3, whereas the defeat relation is as follows:



∙ (�3, �2) and (�3, �1) because there is undercutting be-
tween �3 and �2, rebuttal between �3 and �1. The
preferences of the agent in this context are now �3 ≻e

�2 and �3 ≻e �1.

∙ (�1, �2), (�1, �3) and (�3, �2) because the conclusions of
�2, �3 and �1 are not the same and the preferences of
the agent are �1 ≻p �2, �1 ≻p �3, �3 ≻p �2.

∙ (�3, �1) because there is an undercutting attack and
�3 ≻m �1.

The theory of the buyer after m1,2 has one extension,
E = {�3, �3}, and therefore o3 is not the best offer for him.
Consequently, he agrees with the seller.

This initiates a new round, where the seller proposes the
offer o1, which is a skeptical conclusion of his theory. The
buyer updates his theory with argument �2, but there is no
change. The offer o2 remains the best, and thus he needs to
defeat the argument he received. But, none of the acceptable
arguments defeats �2 and then he sends notℎing to indicate
that he does not accept the offer.

When the seller agent receives the notℎing message, he
attempts to find another argument which supports his offer
o1. As this attempt fails, he sends a notℎing message to
signify that he has not change his preference on offer o1 but
he has no other argument for supporting it. The buyer ends
the round with a reject and thus, a third round begins in
which the buyer agent proposes his best offer o2 with �3 to
support it. Here we assume that the seller agent is willing
to concede, and therefore he accepts o2 because this is an
acceptable offer for him. Thus the negotiation ends with an
agreement.

6. RELATED WORK AND CONCLUSION
In the last years several works have appeared in the argu-

mentation based negotiation literature. These works have
focused on several aspects of negotiation such as the prob-
lem of decision making (see e.g. [7], [1]), the study of specific
types of negotiation such as interest based negotiation [9],
whereas the work of [2] proposed a general framework for
argumentation based negotiation where several interesting
issues have been studied. These issues include the link be-
tween the status of the arguments and the offers they sup-
port, the definition of important concepts such as the con-
cession and its impact on the evolution of the negotiation,
etc. This work is the most relevant to ours. Nevertheless,
there are some important differences. One of them is that in
our paper we make a clear distinction between epistemic and
practical arguments and, by adapting the work presented in
[3], we show how epistemic arguments interfere with prac-
tical arguments in the definition of the acceptable offers.
Then, we show how this reasoning mechanism can be used
by the agents in the context of an original adaptation of the
well known alternating offers protocol [12]. Another differ-
ence is that in our work we are interested in strategic issues.
More precisely, we propose a generic algorithm that imple-
ments a strategy that can be used by both agents. This
algorithm can be parameterized in different ways in order
to capture, for example, different conditions of concession,
different methods for ranking offers or different tactics for
deciding whether withdrawing or making a concession. Our
future work will address several open issues. One such issue
is the study of several tactics for choosing the best offer to

propose, especially in the context of time constraint negoti-
ations. Another issue is the investigation of different meth-
ods for ranking the offers, whereas a third issue is that of
the formal properties of the argumentative alternating offers
protocol, apart from the ones of soundness and termination
that we have already presented.
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